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Involve the Arts!

For virtual events to be successful,

there has to be an excessive amount of

interesting content for guests to click

on. Adding local artists, performers,

and musicians are a great way to keep

guests' attention. Consider partnering

with local groups that might benefit

from exposure. These can be pre-

recorded or live-streamed, just get

creative! Another option is allowing

your attendees to create their own art

or participate in a live-stream class!

Design your own mask or taking time

to hire a yoga or dance instructor to

provide a 20-30 minute live-stream

class to break up the event schedule

for some fun! 
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Online Puzzles

There are so many puzzles you can do

to engage your more quiet audience.

Puzzel.com has multiple options to

create fun and informative crosswords,

word searches, matching puzzles and

more! With this website all the puzzles

are online interactive so there is no

need to download or print, which

makes it super easy for you! These are

great to use as raffle tickets for prizes,

because unlike just a ticket, they are

informative for the guest AND

informative for you to see how much

information they retained!



The best thing about events is creating a

memorable experience for the attendees.

Virtual events are much harder to replicate

the feeling someone gets walking in to a

concert venue or exploring booths at a

festival. BUT how you create something

memorable online is to show people

something new. Instead of just moving your

performance or speech online, create some

behind the scenes tour videos or do a candid

interview. These don't need to be long to

make an impact. 3-5 minutes is all it really

takes to connect with your audience and

show your "off-stage" self. Another option is

to create a short tutorial video or how-to

class. Again, doesn't have to be long to be

packed with added value for your attendees!

Pre-recorded  interesting or useful
videos

Live games like Trivia

Live trivia is always a winner. This

can be one question at a time given at

specific intervals. For example, after

each presentation or once an hour

for the duration of the event. Trivia

also works well as a scheduled event

that is live-streamed, and runs like

pub version of trivia where there is a

few minutes after each question to

submit your answer, a correct answer

gets a point. This is great fun for

guests and can really drive up

participation and engagement in

most virtual settings!
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This is a unique idea that has been

used in schools for a few years now.

Basically, it is a series of puzzles

created on Google Forms, that unlock

a new puzzle for completing a

puzzle. These can be themed like

Super Mario Bros or Harry Potter.

They can be  specific topic like

famous NYC buildings or Civil War

battles or even Renaissance artists.

The sky is the limit with these and

they are a really fun way to test

knowledge or to deliver information

in a different way. There are tons of

step-by-step tutorials on how to build

your own escape room. All you need

is Google!

Virtual escape rooms

Photo or social media challenges

Contributing to the event by sending in

photos with your event specific hashtags is

a great way to create a sense of community

and participation. Challenge your

attendees to take photos of themselves

participating in the event to share. You

could even make it more specific by

having guests dress up as famous people

or recreate something at home. It's really

fun to look through those hashtags and

share your favorites! These images can

also be used as a voting tool to choose

crowd favorites or as another raffle option.

Either way, attendees will love seeing

themselves on your social pages!
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Having a variety of live streamed content

with pre-recorded videos is great for

variety. Figure out a plan on what would

work best as a live stream like speeches,

presentations, performances, tours, or

classes, and what would be better pre-

recorded. Having multiple options for

guests to browse your content, while

offering the choice to watch in real time,

will make your event stand out from the

others. Make sure your live-streams are

not just speeches or music that have little

interactive value to the guest. It is also

important to save your live-streams for

people to watch later!

Live Streaming Content  (not

just talking heads!)

Live Q &A or panel discussion

Scheduling a time for attendees to be able to

ask questions from experts or the event hosts

is very important in the success of a virtual

event. It will make guests feel like

participating in real time is beneficial to them

should they have any questions. Some ways to

do this is ask for their burning questions

ahead of time on social media and prepare

some common FAQ questions ahead of time.

Allowing guests to ask questions in the chat

box can be difficult if there are a large number

of attendees, so be prepared to have help.

Facebook live is probably the easiest method

for a live Q & A session with one expert, and

Zoom has a great platform for panel

discussions. Don't miss the opportunity to

interact in real time with your guests!
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Virtual events tend to be viewed as a

passive activity much like watching a

movie. But that does not have to be the

case with interactive options. Google maps

has an option to be able to click on a

location for more info, as does Avenza

Maps. There are a ton of apps for creating

various content that is interactive from

storytelling to presentations. This option

may seem a little bit tech-y for some

people, but offering just a few of the more

important topics or items to have some

interactive elements really goes a long way

in creating a memorable event.

Interactive maps, photos, and
other visuals

Scavenger hunt, bingo board, or

passport

This option requires a lot of active

participation from the attendees. These

can be used during an active presentation

or as a passive activity done at their leisure.

Either way, both options garner a lot of

interest and fun for the attendee! 

 Puzzel.com has an interactive scavenger

hunt option, Adobe Spark or Canva.com

can create themed or custom bingo boards

for free. Passports are another option for

guests to track what they have completed/

visited during the virtual event. Passports

tend to create keepsakes and great

memories!
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Jami is an event planner and experiential

marketing creator based out of Dayton,

Ohio. She has over 15 years working with

companies and private clients on various

sized fundraisers, festivals, galas, concerts,

and other immersive events. 

She likes to create unforgettable experiences

that add an artistic flare to any event. Jami is

passionate about the creative community

and loves incorporating local talent in her

event and marketing experiences. Working

with professional artists, photographers,

designers, and craftsmen, is a mainstay in

keeping her events fresh and exciting.

 

About Jami

BONUS TIP:

Have all your event activities located in one

easy location with a simple format. Virtual

events do not work well with things

happening all over the internet. You need

to have a home base of sorts that works as a

catalog of EVERYTHING that is going on.

Then you can link to other locations (use

the new window option) so the attendee

can always find what is going on. They are

going to browse. You don't want them to

browse right off your page because to cat

videos because they couldn't find the info

they were looking for!
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